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LaRouche in Washington:
'Harriman racists in control'
by Nancy Spannaus, Contributing Editor

The consequences of the imminent disappearance of the

Democratic Policy Committee political action group.

United States as a superpower was the primary theme of

When LaRouche concluded his speech with a call for

EIR founder and National Democratic Policy Commit

the American Century policy of development that was

tee Advisory Board Chairman Lyndon H. LaRouche's

mooted by Franklin Delano Roosevelt during World

keynote address to an EIR conference in that nation's

War II and abandoned after his death,it was unambigu

capital May 19. By taking dictation from the British

ous that the NDPC and other LaRouche-led organiza

Empire, the United States government-led by Alex

tions, along with LaRouche-influenced Third World

ander Haig and the associates of Gov. Averell Harri

governments, were the only ones who had the moral

man-is adopting a policy of racist population wars that

qualifications and capability to carry it out.

puts Hitler to shame.
The Harrimanite racist policy, now being promoted

The LaRouche vote

both within the misnamed peace movement and in the

The growing capability for the N DPC to reverse the

official military policy deliberations within the State and

Harrimanite takeover of the Reagan administration was

Defense Departments, is best understood as a replica of

underlined by brief preliminary remarks made at the

the British oligarchy's Cecil Rhodes plan: clean out the

afternoon session by NDPC Chairman Warren Hamer

black, brown, and yellow people in order to retain "nat

man. Hamerman reported that on Saturday night, May

ural resources" for the white Anglo- Saxon race.
The setting of the conference itself underscored
LaRouche's judgment. Although a handful of U. S. gov

16, LaRouche had appeared on a half-hour television
program in

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania to urge the

population to reject British colonialist policy in any way

ernment officials showed up for the morning session on

they could, including a vote for NDPC-backed candi

the breaking crises around the Malvinas and the inter

date Steve Douglas in the May 18 Democratic guber

national financial situation, not a single government

natorial primary.

official appeared among the 130 attendees at the La

Three days later the electorate of Philadelphia gave

Rouche presentation. The degree to which this demon

the relatively unknown Douglas a whopping 35 percent

strates the closing of the grip of the Harriman genocidal

of the vote.

ists on the Reagan administration is underscored by the

Throughout the rest of the state,where Douglas and

fact that last year's EIR events featuring LaRouche drew

LaRouche did not have media time, Democrats none

several tens of representatives from the government.

theless gave

Equally shocking was the fact that among the 48

demonstrates,

Douglas 20 percent of the vote. This
Hamerman stressed, that anyone who

representatives of foreign governments who attended the

says that America backs Britain's racist war in the

LaRouche address, only one came from the Western

South Atlantic is lying. The American population re

European "white Anglo-Saxon" nations. There were,

jects British colonialism-it is waiting for leadership.

however, upwards of 50 representatives of the National
50
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Great Britain has taken over the policymaking of
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the United States in large part, LaRouche began. In

turn are hoped to be effective in dissolving Soviet

fact the primary purpose of the Malvinas Islands affair

power. "What the Harrimanites fear is a premature

has been to subordinate the United States to the oli

confrontation with

garchic policy of genocidal population wars.

look instead to the peace movement to create conditions

The Harrimanite policy, which is that of Global
2000, Global Futures, and the military ravings of Viet

Moscow," said

LaRouche. They

for a long-term strategy of destabilization until they are
ready to make a confrontation.

nam butcher, Gen. Maxwell Taylor, defines "the prin

Second, they ignore the kind of warfare which the

cipal strategic threat of the 1980s to be not the Soviet

Soviet Union is prepared and willing to fight-includ

military forces, but the size of the population of Latin

ing the use of space -based anti-missile weapons in full

America, Africa, and Asia. They assert that the exces

thermonuclear conflict.

sive numbers of black, brown,and yellow-hued peoples

The Soviets will not allow themselves to crumble,

are consuming altogether too much of the natural

LaRouche continued, as was documented at a February
seminar.

resources of the territories they inhabit, natural re

EIR

sources which the Anglo- Saxon race must conserve for

combined with the consequences of

itself. This, very briefly of course, is what Maxwell

usury, the Atlantic Alliance will plunge into a condition

Taylor and his cothinkers mean by asserting that 'raw

of ruin and des pa ir in which thermon uclear bluffing

"Rather, under a

Harrimanite policy
Paul

Volcker's

,materials and population' are the fundamental strategic

becomes the Alliance's only effective force against rela

issues of the 1980s.As Taylor and others emphasize,the

tively superior S ovi et capabilities in depth. That is the

'excessive population' of Latin America, Africa, and

kernel of the process by which all support for the

Asia is for them the fundamental military-strategic issue

Harrimanites, whether from Senator Kennedy or Alex

of this decade and beyond."

ander Haig or from Moscow, puts the world on the

Thus the purpose of wars in the developing sector is

track toward an almost inevitable thermonuclear war."

to depopulate. "The source of war in these regions
[Latin America, Africa, and Asia] of the world is

An American Century policy

intended to destroy large portions of the basic economic

LaRouche next outlined the republican counter-pol

infrastructure of the targeted nations.The purpose is to

icy to the current world strategic lunacy. Starting with

create the conditions of famine, epidemic disease, and

a brief reference to his published proposals for an

pestilences which will be sufficient to cause the desired

agreement between the United States and Soviet Union

increases in the death-rates."

on

LaRouche reviewed the introduction of these poli

particle-beam

anti-missile

space-based

systems,

LaRouche called for a "resurrection" of the American

cies in the U.S. through Rhodes scholar William Ful

Century doctrine.That policy is to replace "British l�th

bright, confessed British agent Henry Kissinger, Harri

century methods " with an American high-technology,

manite Cyrus Vance,and currently a network of largely

developmental approach.

Kissingerian implants in numerous departments of the
Reagan administration (see Special Report,page 32).
"Granted, the point has not yet been reached at

LaRouche illustrated what he meant by the Ameri
can method by outlining four interlinked measures that
alone could reverse the present.

which any U.S. official can publicly announce that

I) Unilateral remonetization of U.S. gold reserves

multinational military forces of Britain, the United

at approximately $500 a n ounce, and the firing of

States, and France are fighting wars in Latin America,

Federal Reserve Chairman Paul Volcker; 2) Enter a

Asia,or Africa for the explicit purpose of depopulating

gold-reserve settlement of balances among those nations

those regions of the world," LaRouche stated. "Other

who adopt similar gold-reserve policies; 3) Federalize

pretexts for such military deployments will be found,"

the Federal Reserve S ystem and impose regulations to

like the current Malvinas crisis.

end Eurodollar-like speculation; and 4) Create an ade

The Harrimanites hope, LaRouche added, that the
Soviet Union will sit back and let this racist butchery

quate supply of lendable credit on the order of $200-400
billion in gold-based currency notes.

proceed unhindered. First, they devoutly hope that "the

In sum, this program means the elimination of the

'Soviet Empire' will do us the favor of gradually crum

domination of world monetary affairs by the racist

bling away through internal eruptions pouring from

genocidalists who reside in London and Switzerland.

Eastern Europe,into the Caucasus and into the 'Islamic

Due to Moscow's error of equating capitalism with

fundamentalists' of Soviet Central Asia. It is believed

British rentier parasitism, it is only the United States

that by humiliating the United States in foreign policy,

which can re-order world monetary affairs in this way.

as Secretary Haig is accomplishing quite effectively,the
United

States, ... will develop a savage 'Fortress

Perhaps the potential for carrying out this proposal
was shown by the fact that as he finished speaking, Mr.

America' disposition forcing the Soviet Union to in

LaRouche received a standing ovation from the largely

crease substantially its military expenditures," which in

diplomatic audience.
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